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a b s t r a c t
We present experimental evidence that policies chosen by leaders depend on whether they were elected or
appointed, and that this difference stems from how they are chosen per se, rather than on other explanations
given in empirical studies. We ﬁnd that elected leaders are signiﬁcantly more likely to choose a non-selﬁsh policy
than leaders who are appointed. Elected leaders who act non-selﬁshly will favor the voter over the losing candidate, while appointed leaders show no tendency to favor the voter over the losing candidate. Our results provide
support for the view that non-selﬁsh behavior of leaders reﬂects a reciprocity motive; candidates do not simply
implement their own preferences once in ofﬁce, as suggested by the basic citizen–candidate model.
© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Individuals often act in “other-regarding” ways in choosing their actions, taking account of the welfare of others, rather than simply their
own welfare. This may be especially true when individuals are put in
positions where they are explicitly tasked with making decisions that
affect others. That is, knowing they have been chosen for a position
where the welfare of other people depends on their decisions may
cause them to be more other-regarding. For example, a political leader
may feel responsible toward citizens simply because of her position,
that is, independent of any incentives or other reasons (such as ‘screening’ to weed out candidates who aren't socially minded) that would induce good behavior. In other words, the fact of holding a position of
responsibility may induce one to take account of others, akin to the argument that one chosen as a ﬁduciary will act in the best interests of the
beneﬁciary due to her position.
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One may then ask whether the way in which a leader was chosen
for her position may affect her behavior toward those for whom she
is responsible. More speciﬁcally, does a leader who was elected by
those for whom she makes decisions act more in their interest
than one who was appointed by others? Both election and appointment are commonly used not only in politics and government, but
also in many other organizations: student organizations, religious
hierarchies, businesses, academic departments, etc. Because our interest is in discovering whether the way in which a leader is chosen
may in itself affect a leader's behavior, we design an experiment to
eliminate other explanations of why elected leaders may be more
other-regarding – which is what we ﬁnd – such as re-election concerns, selection of different types of leaders via election versus
appointments, ‘messaging’ by or greater ‘legitimacy’ of elected
leaders, etc.
There are a number of empirical studies on differences in outcomes
when policy-makers are elected versus appointed, but the results often
do not shed light on whether it is the way that policy-makers came to ofﬁce per se that accounts for these differences as opposed to some of the
explanations given just above. Many studies suggest differences may be
due to re-election or re-appointment incentives, so that differences reﬂect
how policy-makers are retained in ofﬁce rather than how they originally
came to ofﬁce. In the case of judges, Gordon and Huber (2007) ﬁnd that
near elections, judges facing re-election give harsher sentences, which
they argue represents an obvious electoral motive. Lim (2013) presents
evidence strongly supporting the importance of such electoral incentives
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in explaining different outcomes for elected versus appointed judges. In
our experiment, however, there is only a single “term of ofﬁce” so that
re-election or re-appointment concerns cannot play a role.
Second, there is evidence that differences in behavior may reﬂect selection effects, that is, different characteristics of policy-makers due to
the process by which they are chosen, rather than effects of the choice
process per se. In the case of judges, Lim (2013) argues that appointed
judges are of higher quality, as do Choi et al. (2010)) and Iaryczower
et al. (2013). Besley and Payne (2013) ﬁnd that when judges are
appointed, there are signiﬁcantly fewer anti-discrimination charges
being ﬁled, which they argue is due to elected judges being more likely
to rule in favor of plaintiffs in such cases. This is because elected judges
are more likely to have pro-employee preferences due to selection, as
well as more likely to ﬁnd in favor of employees due to re-election incentives. Lim also ﬁnds that different ways of choosing judges affects
the homogeneity of their preferences as well as the apparent ability of
judges. Besley and Coate (2003) ﬁnd that decisions of elected regulators
are more likely to reﬂect preferences of voters (as opposed to the regulated industry) than are decisions of appointed regulators. As in the case
of judges, the selection and incentives of the former type of regulators
are central to explaining different outcomes.1 Burden et al. (2010) ﬁnd
that election ofﬁcials who are elected are more in favor of policies
thought to promote voter turnout than those who are appointed, as
the latter are more insulated from voter preferences, while “elected ofﬁcials are more likely to express attitudes and generate outcomes that
reﬂects their direct exposure to the policy preferences of voters”. Their
study does not address the question of whether this reﬂects selection effects or attitudes generated by the method by which the ofﬁcials came
to their job.2 To summarize, existing empirical literature, while
documenting differences in outcomes under elected versus appointed
policy-makers, gives little insight into the effect of the method of coming to ofﬁce in itself on their behavior. By eliminating other inﬂuences,
our experimental framework allows us to address this question.
In so doing, our framework allows us to focus on another explanation for greater other-regarding behavior by elected than appointed
leaders, namely reciprocity of an elected leader to the voter who elected
her. Reciprocity is known to be an important motivator of individual behavior in general (see Rabin, 1993, Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger, 2004,
as well as Fehr and Gächter, 2000 for a survey on the relevance of reciprocity in economics). Although some might argue that politicians are
(by their nature?) purely self-interested, behavioral motives for leaders'
actions are certainly reasonable, but largely unexplored in the political
economy literature. The possibility of reciprocity by an elected leader
to voters is certainly recognized in political discourse. For example, in
the 2012 U.S. presidential election, politicians in Philadelphia felt that
the large vote share for Obama might be rewarded.3

1
They point out that electoral effects on appointed regulators are diffused in that while
voters elect the politicians who appoint the regulators (so that there are disciplining and
selection effects in theory), regulatory decisions are only one of many issues on which
voters choose directly elected ofﬁcials.
2
Baldwin and Mvukiyehe (2011) and Martinez-Bravo (2014) ﬁnd that when elections
are introduced in previously non-democratic settings, elected leaders choose more
community-oriented policies. Grossman (2014) ran a ﬁeld experiment in Uganda with
the leaders of farmer associations and residents of the counties they cover, and found that
elected leaders of farmer associations act more pro-socially than the appointed leaders to
the residents who are members of the association, but both elected and appointed leaders
act equally selﬁshly against a non-member resident.
3
“Will Philly reap rewards for big Obama turnout?”, Philadelphia Inquirer, November 8,
2012
The city's support for Obama was again impressive — N557,000 votes were cast for the
president, representing N85% of the city's total. “People in Washington will take note of
that,” said political consultant Larry Ceisler. At the traditional day-after luncheon at the
Palm restaurant, labor leader John J. Dougherty – whose electricians union runs its own
formidable get-out-the-vote operation – echoed that sentiment. “The numbers coming
out of Philly were really signiﬁcant,” he said. “I don't know how much [federal] money is
going to be available, but I would think that Mayor Nutter and the congressional delegation should be at the front of the list.”

Reciprocity by leaders to the voters who elected them is absent in
formal modeling in political economy. Consider the widely used “citizen–candidate” model (see Osborne and Slivinski, 1996 and Besley
and Coate, 1997 as the seminal papers), which assumes that once
elected, leaders make the same choices they would have made as private citizens — leaders choose (and are known to choose) the policies
that maximize their own individual utility. It is simply assumed that
elected leaders display no reciprocity toward the voters, nor, for that
matter, any other regarding behavior per se.4 (In contrast, reciprocity
by voters has been well documented in the literature.5) Hence, the
question of whether elected leaders reciprocate to the voters who
elected them not only addresses the general issue of whether leaders
should be modeled as having behavioral motivations rather than simply
self-interested ones – both by virtue of having been chosen to lead in itself, and also depending on how they were chosen. It also induces us to
rethink basic assumptions about existing political economy models of
leader behavior.
To study these issues, we focus on a two-stage citizen–candidate
model with two citizens who are candidates and one other “ordinary”
citizen, who votes for one of the candidates in the case of elections. All
the individuals have single-peaked preferences on a (Downsian) line
around a most preferred point, the individual's “type.” In the ﬁrst
stage the leader is determined by either election or appointment; in
the second stage, the leader chooses a policy position on the line
(which needn't be her type) that yields a payoff to each of the three individuals negatively proportional to the distance between the policy
and the person's type. We hypothesize several possible sorts of leader
behavior. A self-interested leader implements her type as the policy,
consistent with the standard citizen–candidate model. According to
simple altruism, a leader implements a policy different from her type,
but with no difference across treatments. In contrast, reciprocity
means that an elected leader would choose policy favoring the voter
— who is known to be pivotal to the winning candidate's election,
whereas an appointed leader would not favor the ordinary citizen
over the losing candidate.
Our main results are as follows. Consistent with other experimental
results on the dictator game,6 we ﬁnd that leaders (i.e., proposers) do
not always implement their own preferences once in ofﬁce, as assumed
by the standard citizen–candidate model. However, the extent of nonselﬁsh behavior depends on how the leader was chosen. Elected leaders
are less likely to choose policies to maximize their own material payoff
than appointed leaders. The direction of non-selﬁsh behavior also differs between elected and appointed leaders. Consistent with reciprocal
behavior, elected leaders choose policies that favor the voter rather than
the losing candidate, while when a leader is appointed there is no statistically signiﬁcant tendency to favor the voter over the losing candidate.
Hence, we can conclude that “being elected to lead” is in itself sufﬁcient
to induce pro-social behavior, but not because elected leaders differ in
their underlying characteristics from appointed ones.
In addition to our main question, our experimental design allows us
to address a further central issue in reciprocity, namely whether material sacriﬁce is required for an action to be considered kind, and thus
generate reciprocity. This is the case in the experimental literature. For
example, in a typical gift-exchange experiment, the employer's wage

4
Empirical evidence on elected candidates maintaining their positions is mixed. For example, Lee et al. (2004) supports the basic citizen–candidate model's assumption, while
other papers, for example, Bardhan and Mookherjee (2010) ﬁnd evidence argued not to
support the citizen-candidate model.
5
Hahn (2009) theoretically investigates a two-period voting model where the voters
have a reciprocity motive and shows that the past behavior of the chosen parties will affect
voter behavior. Finan and Schechter (2012) ﬁnd – based on survey information on vote
buying in a municipal election combined with experiment-based measure of reciprocity
– the individuals targeted for vote buying are those who have shown reciprocal behavior.
6
In a dictator game a “proposer” is given a sum of money that he can keep or share with
a passive “receiver”, after which the game ends (for a survey see Camerer, 2003, and for
giving under uncertainty see Brock et al., 2013).
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offer increases the payoff of the worker while it decreases her own payoff (see e.g. Fehr et al., 1993). In our experiment, since voting is costless,
voters make no material sacriﬁce in voting for the leader (which increases the leader's utility by allowing her to decide the policy). Nonetheless, the elected leader reciprocates to the voter. It is also
important to note that voting for the candidate whose views are closest
may simply reﬂect the voter's self-interest, but a winning candidate gets
a higher payoff nonetheless. Therefore, any reciprocity by that candidate
– as is observed in our experiment – cannot be argued to be driven by
the voter's good intentions (see e.g. Charness and Levine, 2007, and
Falk et al., 2008).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the
related experimental literature. In Section 3, we present our experimental design. In Section 4, we present our results. In Section 5, we interpret
our results, and Section 6 concludes. The instructions used in the experiments can be found in Appendix.

2. Related experimental literature
The second stage of our experiment resembles the standard dictator
game. Although the payoff of the dictator is maximized by acting selfishly in both the one-stage and in our two-stage game, the effects of
selﬁsh and non-selﬁsh behavior on other people are different. First, in
our set-up in which the leader chooses a point on the policy line rather
than a transfer, even acting selﬁshly would yield a positive payoff to
others, and this amount varies depending on the type of the others
and the policy choice. When the type of one individual is the same as
the leader's, it is even possible that person beneﬁts more from the selfish behavior of the leader. Secondly, by acting non-selﬁshly in our setup, the leader may hurt someone as compared to acting selﬁshly. For example, if the leader's type is in between the types of the citizen and the
losing candidate, any policy toward one person's type is worse for the
other person than the leader choosing her own type as the policy. Additionally, by acting non-selﬁshly, the leader may unavoidably increase
the payoff of one individual while trying to increase the payoff another
one (this occurs when two individuals are on the same side). There are a
number of experimental papers that use the dictator game to study the
implications of delegating decisions by election versus appointment.
These papers may be characterized along two dimensions: the delegation alternatives considered; and the mechanism through which an
election is found to produce better outcomes.
On the ﬁrst, the closest papers to ours in comparing elected to randomly appointed leaders are Brandts et al. (2006), Corazzini et al.
(2014), and Brandts et al. (2015). The ﬁrst paper, like ours, considers a
one-shot 3-person game where one player chooses either of the other
two to divide a pie, where the allocation is compared to the one chosen
by a randomly selected leader. Corazzini et al. (2014) also compares division of a pie by an elected versus a randomly selected leader, but
where subjects are divided into groups of seven, two candidates and
ﬁve voters. Each voter gets an equal share of any allocation made to
voters as a group. Brandts et al. (2015) are interested in “turnaround”
of a ﬁrm due to workers increasing their effort levels in a common production task. They consider a group of ﬁve “employees” in a ﬁrm choosing effort levels in the ﬁrst stages of a game, where subsequently a
leader (who may try to motivate them) is chosen by them either by
election or random appointment (or there is no leader chosen). There
are also other papers that consider the effect of delegation, but in different games (such as a public goods game with contributions) and different set-ups (see e.g. Charness et al., 2012).
Perhaps more important than the form of the game per se is the difference between our paper and others in the mechanism behind the effect of elections on voter welfare. There are three general lines of
argument on why elections produce better results: selection of leader
types seen as “better” ex ante by voters; leader actions once elected
not clearly tied to leader characteristics; and, voter behavior.
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Selection, standard in analysis of elections, refers to the argument
that elections lead to choice of better leaders relative to random appointment, for example, leaders who are more competent or who are
more socially-minded. The latter possibility is important in Brandts
et al. (2006) and in Hamman et al. (2011). In the former paper, all
three group members answer a personality questionnaire whose results
are then distributed before election of the leader, so that potential candidates can signal (falsely or not) their benevolence. They ﬁnd (as we
do) that elected leaders give more of the pie than randomly selected
ones, with the selector (analogous to the voter in our model) being
treated more generously than the third player. The latter paper considers a public goods game played for a number of periods with voluntary contributions. Participants were informed about the average
individual public good contributions of each group member in these
rounds before voting on a leader who then decides on the level of the
public good.
In terms of leader actions, a key paper is Brandts et al. (2015), where
leaders (elected or randomly selected) can send messages to group
members. They ﬁnd that elected leaders are able to improve group
member effort more than randomly selected ones because they put
more effort into messaging, sending more messages relevant to “employee” effort than do randomly selected leaders.7 Corazzini et al.
(2014) gives a different type of argument about the effect of messages
and leader behavior. Candidates make non-binding “campaign promises” on the amount they would distribute if elected. The paper ﬁnds
that such promises affect voting and that promises, though nonbinding, are partially fulﬁlled. Hence, the ability to send messages before
elections improves voter welfare relative to random selection and to
elections where no messages can be sent. It is argued that promises
lead to higher payoffs to voters because leaders have a cost of lying.
The argument that elections lead to better outcomes because of voter
behavior concerns the greater legitimacy conferred on leaders who are
elected. This argument is explored by Dal Bó et al. (2010) (and by
Olken, 2010 in a ﬁeld experiment). Dal Bó et al. consider a game
where participants vote whether to modify the payoffs of a Prisoners'
Dilemma game, after which a computer decides whether to consider
the vote or not. (If the computer decides not to consider, then Prisoner's
Dilemma game or modiﬁed game are determined randomly). Then, the
subjects play the chosen game, where cooperative behavior is higher
when the payoff structure is decided by election. On the other hand,
while Brandts et al. (2015) discuss legitimacy in motivating greater effort put into messaging by elected leaders, they reject the hypothesis
that such messages are more effective because receivers of messages respond differently to elected versus appointed leaders.
In our paper the voter has no information about the candidates other
than their most preferred positions, allowing us to rule out a selection
effect reﬂecting intentions of leaders. (As far as any selection in terms
of choosing the closer candidate, we show that distance between the
chosen candidate and the voter has no signiﬁcant effect on the leader's
behavior once one controls for whether the leader was chosen by election or random appointment.) There is also no response of voters to an
elected leader's actions. Hence, it is the second channel – leader behavior – that would account for the election of leaders resulting in better
outcomes for followers than random selection. However, in our set-up
leaders do not send messages (as in Brandts et al., 2015) or feel the
need to fulﬁll campaign promises (as in Corazzini et al., 2014); instead
they only make policy choices that uniquely determine the payoff of
all the players. We argue that it matters how the leader came to ofﬁce
because of reciprocity by an elected leader to the voter who put her in
ofﬁce, an effect not present when the leader is randomly appointed.

7
“Leaders who see themselves as legitimately selected to improve their group's outcome exert themselves more to exercise effective leadership (in the context of our experiment, working ‘harder’ by sending more relevant messages).”
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3. Experimental design
The aim of our experiment is to investigate whether policy concerns
change when one is chosen to be leader. We implemented two treatments differing in the procedure for the determination of the leader.
In one, the leader was appointed [Appointment Treatment]; in the
other, the leader was elected [Election Treatment]. Instructions for
each treatment are in the Appendix.
The experiment was run at the Experimental Economics Lab at the
University of Maryland. There were 120 participants, all undergraduate
students at the University of Maryland. We conducted four sessions for
each treatment (15 participants per session, i.e. 60 participants per
treatment). No subject participated in more than one session. Participants were seated in isolated booths. The experiment was programmed
in z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007).
At the beginning of each session, each subject was randomly
assigned one of two roles: “candidate” or “citizen.” There were twice
as many candidates as citizens. The assigned roles stayed ﬁxed for all
20 rounds (until the end of the experiment). At the beginning of each
of the 20 rounds in a session, all participants were randomly put into
groups of 3 people. Hence, there could be no “reputation” effects as
the session proceeded. Each group consisted of two candidates and
one citizen. Independent from the assigned role (candidate and citizen),
every participant was randomly assigned a type in each round. A type
was any integer number from 0 to 100 drawn from a uniform distribution, which is essentially the participant's most preferred policy. Unlike
the ﬁxed roles, assigned types changed from one round to the next. We
balanced the random draws by using the same sequence of random
numbers for each treatment, so the random value draws for each session in the Election Treatment are matched with the random draws
for the corresponding session of the Appointment Treatment.
After informed about the type of each candidate, in the Election
Treatment, the citizen chose one of the candidates. In the Appointment
treatment, one of the candidates was randomly appointed. The elected
candidate in the Election Treatment, or the appointed candidate in the
Appointment Treatment was informed about the types of both the opponent candidate and the citizen and was then given the authority to
decide which policy would be implemented. A policy was required to
be an integer number from 0 and 100, where individuals learned the
outcome of each round before the next took place.
Earnings in each round depended on the distance between type and
policy. Formally, the earnings in a round were 100 − |TYPE − POLICY|
Experimental Currency Units (ECU) where 1 USD = 5 ECU. It is important to note that all participants, both citizens and candidates, have their
earnings computed in this fashion, and the policy choice of the winning
candidate affected the earnings of both opponent candidate and the citizen. Once all 20 rounds were ﬁnished, one round out of the 20 was randomly picked, and the earnings in that round were the ﬁnal earnings of
the experiment in addition to a $5 participation fee.

4. Experimental results
We analyze the behavior of the leaders. 2 treatments, 4 sessions per
treatment, 20 rounds per session, 5 groups per round, 1 leader per
group yield a total of 800 observations. Out of 800 observations, we exclude 7 observations: there are 3 subjects (2 in Appointment and 1 in
Election)8 who apparently got confused in the early periods and set
100 as the policy although their types were not 100. In our analysis, to
measure the impact of independent variables, the standard errors are
based on OLS or logistic regressions.

8
In Appointment Treatment, one subject made such a mistake four times once while
the other subject made it only once. The confused subject in Election Treatment made this
mistake twice.

Table 1
Do leaders behave non-selﬁshly?
Choosing policies where policy is not leader's type.
Fraction
Election
N = 395
Appointment
N = 398

0.3970
(0.0246)
0.2532
(0.0219)
z = 4.29
p = 0.000

Average magnitude
4.6709
(0.5883)
2.253
(0.3890)
t = 3.42
p = 0.001

Standard errors in parentheses. z-Values and p-values are based on the signiﬁcance of the
coefﬁcient of the election dummy variable in logistic regression of choosing the non-selfish behavior (column 1) and in OLS regression of the magnitude of non-selﬁsh behavior
(column 2) on constant and election dummy variable.

4.1. Do leaders behave non-selﬁshly?
Our ﬁrst question is: Do leaders act selﬁshly and pick their own type
as policy? As shown in Table 1, in the appointment treatment, 25.32% of
policies are different from the leader's type (100 out of 395 cases). In the
election treatment, this percentage is 39.70% (158 out of 398 cases).9 As
in earlier studies of the dictator game, we reject universal selﬁsh behavior even in the appointment treatments (t = 11.56, p = 0.000),10 but
note that non-selﬁsh behavior is signiﬁcantly greater for elected than
appointed leaders (z = 4.29, p = 0.000, see Table 1).
We also note that the magnitude of the response of a non-selﬁsh
leader (the absolute difference between the policy chosen by the leader
and the leader's own type) is signiﬁcantly higher for elected than
appointed leaders.11
Additionally, as shown in Tables 2a and 2b, logistic and OLS regressions conﬁrm these results. Being elected continues to be the signiﬁcant
variable both on choosing a non-selﬁsh policy and on the magnitude of
non-selﬁsh behavior. Neither the type (position on Downsian line) of
the player nor the voter being closer to the elected than the losing candidate is signiﬁcant.
Additionally, a period variable that takes values 1 to 20 corresponding to the period of the experiment is signiﬁcant and negative, suggesting that less non-selﬁsh behavior is observed less in the later periods.
Nevertheless, treatment effect is still signiﬁcant. In order to investigate
the impact of period, we divided data in two: early (periods 1–10) and
late (periods 11–20). To investigate signiﬁcance of learning, for each
treatment separately, we run logistic regressions by regressing the
choosing non-selﬁsh policy dummy on constant and early period
dummy (as well as OLS regressions by regressing the magnitude on a
constant and an early period dummy). z-Values and p-values of the coefﬁcients of the early period dummies are reported in Table 3. Additionally, we repeated the similar analyses where dependent variable is the
election treatment dummy (z-values and p-values of the coefﬁcients
of the election dummies are also reported in Table 3). As reported in

9
A referee had the good suggestion of trying to put the quantitative differences between the policy choices of elected versus appointed leaders in the context of observed
magnitudes of policy differences in the real world. This is difﬁcult, not only because such
policy differences are likely affected by a host of inﬂuences that we eliminate in our experiment (such as selection, policymaker characteristics, reelection incentives, etc.), but also
because of the problem of quantifying such differences (such as harshness of sentences
given by appointed versus elected judges) in terms of citizen utility. The only empirical
magnitude we ﬁnd at all comparable is in Besley and Coate (2003), who ﬁnd that U.S.
states that elect their public utility commissioners have 14.78 lower residential electricity
prices than states where public utility commissioners are appointed (Table 2, p. 1196 of
their paper).
10
t-Stat and p-value are based on an OLS regression of choosing a non-selﬁsh policy
dummy on constant for appointment treatment.
11
As an exercise in replication, the co-editor in charge of this paper reran the experiment
on behalf of the Journal. This replication involved participants from Spain, and found that
appointed leaders were more generous than elected leaders; the opposite of what we
found with U.S.-based participants. We believe this may reﬂect behavioral differences in
the subject pools reﬂecting cultural differences (Owens and Kagel, 2010; Waichman
et al., 2015), which merit further study (Drazen et al., in preparation).
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Table 2a
The impact of being elected on choosing a non-selﬁsh policy.
Dependent variable: Choosing non-selﬁsh policy (i.e. a policy different than leader's own
type).
(1)
Election

0.664⁎⁎⁎
(0.155)

Leader's type

(2)

(3)

0.666⁎⁎⁎
(0.155)
0.00117⁎,⁎⁎
(0.00278)

0.674⁎⁎⁎
(0.155)
0.00175
(0.00284)
−0.00307
(0.00260)

Losing
candidate's
type
Citizen's type

−0.00192
(0.00281)

Leader being the
closest
Period
Constant
Observations
Log likelihood

−1.082⁎⁎⁎
(0.116)
793
−490.8

−1.142⁎⁎⁎
(0.184)
793
−490.8

(4)
0.759⁎⁎⁎
(0.172)
0.00167
(0.00283)
−0.00323
(0.00261)
−0.00196
(0.00281)
−0.219
(0.182)

−0.927⁎⁎⁎ −0.812⁎⁎⁎
(0.253)
(0.270)
793
793
−489.9
−489.2

(5)
0.757⁎⁎⁎
(0.173)
0.00175
(0.00285)
−0.00330
(0.00264)
−0.00146
(0.00284)
−0.184
(0.183)
−0.0530⁎⁎⁎
(0.0136)
−0.317
(0.301)
793
−481.5

Standard errors in parentheses. Leader being the closest is the dummy variable that indicates that the absolute difference between the leader's type and the ordinary citizen's type
is less than the absolute difference between losing candidate's type and the citizen's type.
⁎ p b 0.1.
⁎⁎ p b 0.05.
⁎⁎⁎ p b 0.01.

Table 3, the behavior in the early periods is more non-selﬁsh than the
late periods but even in the late periods both the fraction and the magnitude of the non-selﬁsh behavior are signiﬁcantly higher than zero as
well as they are more pronounced in the Election treatment.
As previously mentioned, one rather peculiar ﬁnding is that in the
early periods, in the appointment treatment, the magnitude of nonselﬁsh behavior is high. Nevertheless, the magnitude of non-selﬁsh behavior in the election treatment is signiﬁcantly higher than that in the
appointment treatment in the early periods (t = 2.15, p = 0.032 see
Table 3).
A question that may arise is whether the difference in outcomes
across treatments may reﬂect “selection” in the election treatment.
Though voters have no information on candidates other than their
most preferred position, in the election treatment chosen leaders are
on average closer to the citizen. Interpreting candidate position as
“type” in terms of behavior, a selection effect would be present only to
Table 2b
The impact of being elected on magnitude.
Dependent variable: Magnitude (i.e. absolute difference between the policy and leader's
own type).

Election

(1)

(2)

(3)

2.418⁎⁎⁎
(0.706)

2.397⁎⁎⁎
(0.707)
−0.0117⁎,⁎⁎
(0.0128)

2.253⁎⁎⁎
(0.500)
793

2.848⁎⁎⁎
(0.821)
793

2.413⁎⁎⁎
2.816⁎⁎⁎
2.720⁎⁎⁎
(0.708)
(0.773)
(0.761)
−0.0103
−0.0105
−0.0105
(0.0130)
(0.0130)
(0.0128)
−0.00943 −0.0103
−0.00992
(0.0119)
(0.0120)
(0.0118)
−0.00415 −0.00457 −0.000700
(0.0129)
(0.0129)
(0.0127)
−1.056
−0.853
(0.819)
(0.807)
−0.314⁎⁎⁎
(0.0604)
3.449⁎⁎⁎
4.025⁎⁎⁎
7.033⁎⁎⁎

Leader's type
Losing candidate's
type
Voter's type
Leader being the
closest
Period
Constant
Observations

(1.157)
793

(4)

(1.240)
793

(5)

(1.350)
793

Standard errors in parentheses. Leader being the closest is the dummy variable that indicates that the absolute difference between the leader's type and the ordinary citizen's type
is less than the absolute difference between losing candidate's type and the citizen's type.
⁎ p b 0.1.
⁎⁎ p b 0.05.
⁎⁎⁎ p b 0.01.
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the extent that leader behavior toward the voter depended on the distance from leader to voter. First, as a robustness check, we also looked
at the set of observations restricted to chosen leaders who are closer
to the citizen in both treatments. The result in the Table 1 is robust:
even in this restricted sample, the fraction of leaders choosing a policy
different from her own type is 0.3882 in the election treatment and
0.2353 in the appointment treatment (z = 3.53, p = 0.000 based on
regressing the choosing non-selﬁsh policy on a constant for each treatment separately). Second, as can be seen in Table 4, neither the types of
the candidates and the citizen, nor the voter being closer to the winning
than the losing candidate are signiﬁcant on choosing non-selﬁsh
policies.
To further consider this question, in Table 4 above we show the results of logistic regressions of the distance between the types of the citizen and the leader on the likelihood of reciprocity. The results indicate
that this distance has no statistically signiﬁcant effect on the likelihood
of reciprocity. Moreover, in contrast to the implication of a selection bias
argument, note that this correlation is positive – the closer is the winning candidate to the voter, the less by which she reciprocates.12
Hence, there is no evidence of any “selection” effect in elections.
In order to investigate heterogeneity in individual leaders' behavior,
we classify each subject into one of three categories based on their
choice of a policy: (i) always choosing her own type, (ii) sometimes
choosing her own type, sometimes not, and (iii) never choosing her
own type. Clearly, the ones in ﬁrst category are selﬁsh and the ones in
the third category are fully non-selﬁsh individuals. The ones in the second category exhibit some level of non-selﬁsh behavior. In the appointment treatment, 42.5% of the subjects are identiﬁed to be selﬁsh, and 5%
were identiﬁed to be fully non-selﬁsh. In the election treatment, 32.5%
of the subjects are identiﬁed to be selﬁsh, and 10% were identiﬁed to
be fully non-selﬁsh. Also, for each leader, we calculated the fraction of
cases in which the leader chooses a policy different than the leader's
own type (e.g. 0 corresponds to always selﬁsh behavior and 1 corresponds to always non-selﬁsh behavior); each fraction can be thought
of as a measure of how non-selﬁsh the leader is. Fig. 1 provides the cumulative distribution functions of the non-selﬁshness. As it can be seen
in Fig. 1, there is a ﬁrst-order stochastic dominance, and two-tailed
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test yields a signiﬁcant difference between the
distributions (p = 0.017). Hence, more non-selﬁsh behavior is observed
in the election treatment.
4.2. To whom do leaders respond?
We next ask to whom leaders respond. Does the leader respond to
the losing candidate in addition to the voter? Does the response depend
on where the voter and other candidate are located relative to the
leader? And, by how much does the leader respond?
We begin by asking: when leaders choose a policy other than their
own type, do they respond only to voters or to all citizens, that is, including the losing candidate? To investigate this question, we generated two
dummy variables. The ﬁrst equals 1 if the absolute difference between
the losing candidate's type and the policy is less than the absolute difference between the losing candidate's type and the leader's type (i.e.
when the leader picks a policy to favor the losing candidate). The second
equals 1 if the absolute difference between the citizen's type and the
policy is less than the absolute difference between the citizen's type
and the leader's type (i.e. when the leader picks a policy to favor the
citizen's type).
The results are shown in the ﬁrst two rows of Table 5. When the
leader picks a policy other than her own type, in the appointment treatment, 81% of policies favor the citizen and 71% favor the losing candidate (z = 1.64, p = 0.105 based on the signiﬁcance of the constant
12
The correlation between the distance and magnitude is 0.233 in the election treatment
and 0.197 in the appointment treatment. These correlations are not signiﬁcantly different
(z = −0.289, p = 0.773 by using a Fisher transformation).
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Table 3
The impact of early vs late periods on choosing a non-selﬁsh policy.
Fraction

Election
Appointment

Early

Late

0.449
(0.0354)
0.312
(0.0333)
z = 2.78
p = 0.005

0.345
(0.0337)
0.195
(0.0281)
z = 3.34
p = 0.001

Early

Late

6.162
(0.9733)
3.513
(0.7534)
t = 2.15
p = 0.032

3.195
(0.6509)
1.025
(0.1917)
t = 3.20
p = 0.001

z = −2.13
p = 0.034
z = −2.67
p = 0.008

Average magnitude

Election
Appointment

t = −2.54
p = 0.012
t = −3.24
p = 0.001

Standard errors are in parentheses.

Table 4
The impact of distance between leader's and citizen's types on choosing a non-selﬁsh policy.
Dependent variable: Choosing non-selﬁsh policy (i.e. a policy different than leader's own
type).

Distance

(1)

(2)

(3)

0.000155
(0.00341)

0.00304
(0.00351)
0.689⁎⁎⁎
(0.158)

−0.734⁎⁎⁎
(0.124)
793⁎,⁎⁎
−500.3

−1.182⁎⁎⁎
(0.165)
793
−490.5

0.00606
(0.00504)
0.861⁎⁎⁎
(0.261)
−0.00583
(0.00702)
−1.285⁎⁎⁎

Election
Distance ∗ election
Constant
Observations
Log likelihood

(0.208)
793
−490.1

Standard errors in parentheses. Distance is the absolute difference between leader's type
and citizen's type.
⁎ p b 0.1.
⁎⁎ p b 0.05.
⁎⁎⁎ p b 0.01.

term in the OLS regression of the difference between favoring the citizen
and favoring the losing candidate dummies on a constant term in the
appointment treatment). When the leader picks a policy other than
her own type in the election treatment, 77.22% of policies favor the citizen and 56.33% favor the losing candidate (z = 3.87, p = 0.000 based

Fig. 1. Cumulative distribution functions of fraction of observations in which policy is
different than the leader's type.

on the signiﬁcance of the constant term in the OLS regression of the difference between favoring the citizen and favoring the losing candidate
dummies on a constant term in the election treatment). In other
words, in the appointment treatment the policy favors losing candidate
and the citizen equally, while in the election treatment the chosen policy favors the voter. The difference in behavior looks especially clear
when we restrict attention to cases where the leader chooses a policy
other than her type, and her type is between the losing candidate and
the ordinary citizen (voter). If the policy she chooses is closer to the losing candidate's type, then we can say that she favors the losing candidate, while if it is closer to the voter's type we can say that she favors
the ordinary citizen. The appointed leader favors the citizen 62.07% of
the time and the losing candidate 37.93% of the time (z = 1.32, p =
0.199 based on the signiﬁcance of the constant term in the OLS regression of the difference between favoring the citizen and favoring the losing candidate dummies on a constant term in the appointment
treatment conditional on the leader is in between). In contrast, the
elected leader favors the citizen 79.62% of the time and the losing candidate 23.08% of the time (z = 5.11, p = 0.000 based on the signiﬁcance of
the constant term in the OLS regression of the difference between
favoring the citizen and favoring the losing candidate dummies on a
constant term in the election treatment conditional on the leader is
in between).13 These results are summarized in the last two rows
of Table 5.
It is also illuminating to consider how the likelihood that the leader
moves toward the ordinary citizen (i.e., the voter) depends on the position of the voter relative to the leader. (Remember that in the appointment treatment, the leader is chosen at random from the two
candidates.) We know from Table 1 that taken over all cases, a policy
other than the leader's type is chosen 38.70% of the time if the leader
was elected and 22.53% of the time in the leader was appointed.
When the voter is between the two candidates, he usually votes for
the closer candidate — the closer candidate is elected in 110 cases but
the further candidate is chosen in 19 cases (representing 15 subjects).14
In the latter scenario when the voter chooses the further candidate, we
see in Table 6 that a much larger proportion of elected leaders chose a
policy between her type and the voter's type (as compared to the appointment treatment). It is important to note that the small number of

13
It is also worth mentioning that when the leader's type is in between the losing candidate's type and the citizen's type, in the appointment treatment, 24.58% of the leaders
pick a policy other than their own type; and in the election treatment, this percentage is
35.38%. These percentages are in line with the percentages derived from Table 1.
14
Excluding leaders with type 0 and 100 to avoid any movement as if to favor moving
toward the citizen.
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Table 5
Toward whom do leaders move when they move?
Voter
Election
(N = 158)
Appointment
(N = 100)
Election
Leader is in between
(N = 65)
Appointment
Leader is in between
(N = 29)

Losing candidate

0.7722
(0.0335)
0.81
(0.0394)
0.7962
(0.0527)

0.5633
(0.0396)
0.71
(0.0456)
0.2308
(0. 0527)

0.6207
(0.0917)

0.3793
(0.0916)

Standard errors are in parentheses. Since we allow for integer amounts, Leader is in between is deﬁned as: Citizen's type − 1 N Leader's type N Loser's type + 1 or Citizen's type
+ 1 b Leader's type b Loser's type − 1 so that there is always room for the leader to compromise if she wants.

cases in which this occurs makes it difﬁcult to place too much weight on
this result.
We note that with only one voter, the elected leader knows who is
responsible for her victory – and hence to whom to respond – whereas
with many voters, she is unable to attribute victory to a single person.
We cannot address this in our single voter set-up though our framework
does allow us to distinguish a non-voting citizen (that is, the losing candidate) from the voting citizen responsible for the leader's election, and
ﬁnd the response is more toward the latter. (In a separate paper, we experimentally investigate these issues by allowing three citizens. We ﬁnd
that the elected candidate gives higher beneﬁts to voters who voted for
her than those who voted for her opponent or abstained. Moreover, it
appears that the elected candidate is especially reciprocal to a voter
who voted for her if his vote turned out to be pivotal in electing her.
Hence, while we did not have an appointed leader in this experiment,
the qualitative results seem fully in line with the reciprocity results for
a single voter, who by construction is pivotal).
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movement that the appointed leader favors the ordinary citizen more
than the elected leader.
This issue, without excluding any data, can be handled by deﬁning
the measure of relative movement:
μ¼

policy−leader type
voter type−leader type

The ratio μ must be between 0 and 1 if the leader picks a policy toward (but not on the other side of) the voter. It is greater than 0 (if
the leader chooses her own type as the policy), but no greater than 1
(if the leader chooses voter's type as the policy), monotonically rising
the more the leader moves toward the voter relative to the difference
in types.
When a leader moves toward the citizen, i.e. 0 b μ ≤ 1, the size of the
movement relative to the difference between the leader's and the
citizen's type is signiﬁcantly larger in the election than in the appointment treatment (see Table 7). Hence, not only are leaders chosen by
election much more likely to move policy toward the voter than leaders
chosen by appointment, but also the amount by which they move policy
toward the voter is considerably larger as predicted by the reciprocity
model.
Another prediction of the reciprocity model is that how much the
leaders move toward the losing candidate could not be a result of reciprocal motive and hence should not show any difference across treatments. To test this prediction, analogous to μ, we could look at how
much a leader moves toward the losing candidate:
μ0 ¼

policy−leader type
loser type−leader type

Indeed, when a leader moves toward the voter, i.e. 0 b μ′ ≤ 1, there is
no statistically signiﬁcant differences in the relative movement across
treatments (see Table 7).
4.4. Welfare

4.3. How much do non-selﬁsh leaders respond?
Finally, we ask not simply whether the leader chooses a policy other
than her type, but by how much she moves. As we have seen, elected
leaders are more likely to move toward the voter than the losing candidate, while appointed leaders who move do not distinguish between
the two types of citizens. Hence, the question of how much the leader
moves is most interesting when we consider not any movement but
movement in the direction of the voter. In considering the amount by
which a leader moves, the absolute amount of movement is not really
a good indicator of whether the leader moves “a little or a lot” when
comparing the appointment and election treatments. To take an example, suppose the ordinary citizen's type is 18, and the elected leader with
a type of 20 picks 18 but the appointed leader with type of 60 implements 57. We would not then conclude based on the size of the

We also investigate the welfare in Election and Appointment
treatments. Of course, without knowing the exact form of the utility
functions of the leader, the losing candidate, and the citizen, it is impossible to quantify the welfare in each treatment. With this caveat in
mind, it is still important to look at the material payoffs, that is, 100 −
|TYPE − POLICY|.
As a benchmark, in the appointment treatment, where leaders are
chosen randomly, if all leaders chose policy equal to their type, leaders
would always have a payoff of 100, while the average payoffs of the
two other citizens would approach to 66.67 (for a large enough sample).
Non-selﬁsh behavior by leaders would lower their average payoff, while
it would raise the average payoffs of the losing candidate and the citizen.
Similarly, in the election treatment, if all leaders chose policy equal
to their type, leaders would always have a payoff of 100 and the losing

Table 6
Reciprocity to citizen.
Percentages choosing policies between leader and citizen between the two candidates.
Election
Leader is the further candidate

Leader is the closer candidate

0.579
(0.1164)
N = 19
0.345
(0.0455)
N = 110
z = 1.89
p = 0.058

Appointment
0.234
(0.0485)
N = 77
0.18
(0.0549)
N = 50
z = 0.72
p = 0.470

z = 2.80
p = 0.005
z = 2.09
p = 0.036

Standard errors are in parentheses. Since we allow for integer amounts, Citizen being in between two candidates is deﬁned as: Leader's type − 1 N Citizen's type N Loser's type + 1 or Leader's
type + 1 b Citizen's type b Loser's type − 1 so that there is always room for the leader to compromise if he wants. Also, Leader's type = 0 and Leader's type = 100 are excluded to avoid any
movement to favor moving toward the Citizen. z-Values and p-values are based on logistic regression of choosing non-selﬁsh policy on independent variable dummy.
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Table 7
How much do leaders move toward voters (μ) and toward losing candidate (μ′)?
Average movement relative to initial distance.

μ

μ′

Election

Appointment

0.381
(0.0295)
N = 114
0.221
(0.0250)
N = 87

0.266
(0.0266)
N = 77
0.245
(0.0244)
N = 68

t = 2.73
p = 0.007
t=
−0.68
p = 0.497

Standard errors are in parentheses. These values are conditional on moving toward the citizen (0 b μ ≤ 1 and 0 b μ′ ≤ 1). z-Values and p-values are based on the signiﬁcance of the coefﬁcient of the election dummy variable in OLS regression on constant and election dummy
variable.

candidates' average payoffs would approach to 66.67. Since elections
allow the voter to choose the candidate he prefers as leader – rather
than the leader chosen at random – the election procedure alone
would yield higher voter payoff. By always choosing the candidate
whose type is closer to the voter's type, the average payoffs of a voter
would approach to 75 (for a large enough sample). Hence, the total average in the election treatment would be higher than that in the appointment treatment even in the absence of non-selﬁsh preferences.
The reciprocal preferences of the leaders would increase the voter's
payoff.
Since the leaders make the policy decision, it is reasonable to assume
that they pick the policies that maximize their utilities which may or
may not be non-selﬁsh. On the other hand, the policy choice may increase or decrease the utilities of the losing candidate and the citizen.
We calculated average payoff of each player under the different treatments, as reported in Table 8.
In the appointment treatment, leader payoff falls relative to the case
of selﬁsh behavior, while voter and losing candidate payoff rise. The
leaders earn even less in the election treatment. Voters receive signiﬁcantly higher payoffs under election than under appointment of a
leader, while average losing candidate payoff is identical. The total payoff is also signiﬁcantly higher in the election treatment.
5. Interpreting the results
We believe that our results shed light not only on the general question of the behavior of individuals who are chosen to make decisions for
others, but also on the citizen–candidate approach itself. Two (related)
results stand out on the general question. First, the procedure by which
a decision-maker is chosen has a signiﬁcant effect on her behavior as
leader, with elected leaders being signiﬁcantly more likely than
appointed leaders to act non-selﬁshly. Second, that elected leaders, in
their non-selﬁsh behavior, favor the voter (that is, the one who determined they would be leader) over non-voting losing candidates. In contrast, non-selﬁsh appointed leaders show no statistically signiﬁcant
difference in favoring voters versus non-voters.
Neither result should be surprising, though they should be distinguished. Let's begin with the second result. When a leader is chosen
by random appointment, there should be no difference for her between
the ordinary citizen and the “losing” candidate. It should therefore not
be surprising that the leader treats them symmetrically. In contrast,
when the leader is elected, the role of the other two players is crucially
different in the leader's eyes. The winning candidate is leader because
the voter chose her.
If leaders who did not implement their type as policy were simply
acting altruistically or in a ﬁduciary manner, neither result should
hold: there should be no difference between leaders who owe their position to election versus appointment, nor any difference in whom they
favor. The fact that more leaders act non-selﬁshly in the election treatment – where the experiment was designed to try to control for other
explanations – suggests that reciprocity is likely driving non-selﬁsh behavior. Elected leaders owe their position to the voter. They direct their

non-selﬁsh behavior much more toward voters than the other citizen;
and, they respond much more to voters than appointed leaders do.
This suggests that an elected leader should be especially likely to
move toward the voter who elected her if she was the candidate farther
from the voter. While such an observation would strengthen the conclusion of reciprocity when leaders are elected, it arises in too small a number of cases to be statistically signiﬁcant.
Additionally, our results indicate that material sacriﬁce is not necessary to be considered kind; if one's action is improving the well-being of
the other he may be still considered kind. Particularly, in the election
treatment, although the elected leader does not observe a material sacriﬁce by the voters, she acts non-selﬁshly.
The ﬁrst result – that elected leaders are more likely to be nonselﬁsh than appointed ones – may then be better interpreted in light
of the above discussion. As already indicated, simple altruism does not
in itself explain why elected leaders display more other-regarding behavior. In contrast, reciprocity can explain not only the direction of
kind behavior, but also the difference across treatments. The fact that
both appointed and elected leaders display other-regarding behavior,
but the latter do so more, suggests a mixture of altruism and reciprocity.
We believe that our results may be especially relevant to the citizen–
candidate model in which elected candidates have the same preferences
in ofﬁce that they had as private citizens, these preferences determining
policy choices. What our results indicate is that once chosen to be
leaders, citizens do not always simply carry over the preferences held
as citizens in making policy. The policy carried out is no longer their selfish optimum for a signiﬁcant number of chosen leaders. This behavior of
a leader – both elected and appointed – is consistent with the “ﬁduciary” model discussed above, where the fact of holding ofﬁce may affect
a leader's behavior. While this is true of leaders in general in our results,
it is even truer of elected leaders. Election having an even greater effect
on leaders not choosing their selﬁsh optimum casts further doubt on the
underlying premise of the citizen–candidate model as a general description of the behavior of elected candidates.
The fact that elected leaders do not automatically carry over their
preferences as citizens to their choices as leaders does not mean however that these preferences are irrelevant for predicting what a candidate will do once in ofﬁce. Leaders do not pick policies very different
than their type. But, it is clear they often do not simply play their candidate type. They consider citizen preferences in making their choices,
even when there is no re-election motive. Hence, voters face the task
of predicting what a candidate will do once in ofﬁce, where her
known preferences before being elected are not a perfect indicator. In
short, our results suggest modifying the citizen–candidate approach to
include the possibility that behavior once in ofﬁce is a mix of ex ante individual preferences and effects of having been chosen to lead, where
the latter effect includes the response of successful candidates to citizens who elected them.
6. Conclusions
In this paper we have considered a simple model in which a leader
makes choices for citizens, and the effect on those choices of leaders
being elected by voters versus appointed randomly. We found that
elected leaders display greater other-regarding behavior than
appointed leaders, and, by designing an experiment to eliminate some
common explanations for the behavior of elected leaders, we aimed to
isolate the effect of the method of coming to ofﬁce. By so doing, we argued that the observed difference in behavior of elected and appointed
leaders likely reﬂects reciprocity by the former to the voters who
elected them.
Focusing on the importance of the procedure by which a
policymaker is chosen sheds light on a number of other issues as well.
First, of course, is that the procedure by which one has been chosen
for ofﬁce affects behavior once in ofﬁce. Perhaps this is unsurprising,
but we are unaware of other experimental work that addresses this
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Table 8
Payoffs.

Leader
Losing candidate
Citizen
Total

Election

Appointment

95.329
(0.5883)
68.497
(1.1424)
76.922
(1.0700)
240.749
(1.6296)

97.747
(0.3890)
69.104
(1.1744)
68.772
(1.1292)
235.622
(1.7283)

t = −3.42
p = 0.001
t = −0.37
p = 0.711
t = 5.24
p = 0.000
t = 2.16
p = 0.031

Standard errors are in parentheses. z-Values and p-values are based on the signiﬁcance of the coefﬁcient of the election dummy variable in OLS regression of payoff on constant and election
dummy variable.

point and that comes to such a clear conclusion. As discussed in the previous section, our results suggest that the simple model of citizen–candidates is incomplete. Models of the behavior of elected leaders should
take into account that being a leader in itself may affect behavior. In
models of political economy, leaders are not just social-welfaremaximizers, but are political agents with preferences. But what these
preferences are and how leaders behave appears more complicated
than simply self-interest which is easy to predict. Models of leaders
need to be more developed.
We view this study as only the ﬁrst step in investigating the question
of how leaders act, especially elected leaders. One potential direction for
future research is further experimental work, distinguishing perhaps
voting and non-voting citizens, or leaders who can and cannot be reelected. This should be complemented by looking at data on the policies
chosen by leaders and whether they favor the voters who voted for
them, `even when they are term-limited. Our results suggest that further experimental and empirical study of leader responsiveness to citizens and how this is affected by the procedure through which they
came to ofﬁce should yield rich insights.
Appendix A. Instructions
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.jpubeco.2019.03.001.
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